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•	 Frog,	34-35	Southampton	Street.		Adam Handling has opened his second venture in Covent Garden.  Nash Bond acted  
 for the landlord.

•	 Red	Farm,	8	Russell	Street.		New York’s dim sum master chef Joe Ng and Chinese food expert Ed Schoenfeld have   
 acquired their first London outlet and are due to open in spring 2018.

•	 Granary	Square	Brasserie,	1-3	Stable	Street,	Kings	Cross.		Richard Caring has opened a bespoke brasserie concept in the  
 former Grain Store restaurant, close to the soon to be opened Coal Drops Yard. Nash Bond acted for the landlord.

RESTAURANT	OPENINGS

CACI	INSIGHT

The	population	of	London	is	8.9	million.	The	capital	makes	up	13%	of	all	retail	spend	in	the	UK	and	has	a	significant	
overrepresentation	of	the	country’s	most	affluent	urban	demographic-	Rising	Prosperity.	CACI	research	shows	that	during	
a	Peak	Christmas	period,	the	London	consumer	behaves	differently		to	the	rest	of	the	UK.	Frequency	of	visit	remains	higher	
than	the	rest	of	the	UK,	due	to	the	dominance	of	young	urban	Acorn	groups,	who	tend	to	shop	little	and	often,	as	a	result	
conducting	briefer	more	efficient	trips	(77	minutes	on	average,	17%	below	the	Rest	of	UK).		

RETAIL:  The average London shopper visits more frequently, averaging 1 visit per week during Off-Peak periods. Because 
Londoners have everything on their doorstep it means that they can be promiscuous in where they choose to shop and this 
goes some way in explaining their high frequency. For example, in a week it is possible they may choose to pick up some 
jeans in Shoreditch, travelling home and picking up some groceries in Brixton and the next day stopping via Oxford Street 
to get that top which went with those jeans. Essentially, this is why average retail spend per trip sits marginally lower than 
the rest of the UK (-6%), but when you consider their behaviour over the course of a year they end up being more valuable 
shoppers. ‘Nownownow’ consumers expect retailers to keep up with their needs and expectations. The frequency of visit 
drops during the lead up to Christmas with an influx of infrequent visitors from further away, making a special trip to the 
capital at this time of year.

CATERING:  The defining trend shaping Londoners’ consumer behaviour in the past year is their propensity to spend on 
catering. Londoners’ average catering spend during Peak is 56% higher than elsewhere in the UK, despite their smaller party 
size. This is partly attributed to the abundance of cash rich, time poor consumers (e.g. frequently grabbing some breakfast 
or lunch while on the go), but it is also a function of post-work time routine, where dining out and experiencing London’s 
ever-growing culinary scene is becoming an embedded part of London culture- especially amongst young, professional, 
Rising Prosperity groups who dominate the London demographic. Unlike Affluent Achiever Acorn groups, who tend to 
live on the outskirts of London and are tied to catching trains home, post work catering is easy and accessible for Rising 
Prosperity.

LONDON	PEAK	TRENDS:  In Peak 2017 London witnessed lower retail spend than during the same period in the 
previous year. Peak 2016 saw an influx of international tourists spending in the capital, due to the low value of the 
pound and favourable exchange rates post Brexit. Now these rates are less favourable than the previous year, 
CACI have seen proportionally fewer international tourists present, and fewer spending in Premium retailers,                                                                                                      
which is contributing to lower spend levels.
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KEY	PERFORMANCE	METRICS:	
2017	LONDON	PEAK	VS.	LONDON	OFF-PEAK
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• During the lead up to Christmas, London draws visitors from further afield (drivetime 61% higher). As a result, frequency 
of visit sits 25% below the Off-Peak period, when proportionally more local residents and workers are present, 
compared to high volumes of infrequent shoppers making a special trip to the capital at this time of year.

• Peak Christmas visits see higher spend compared to the rest of the year, consistent with the national trend, but high 
levels of browsing.

• Instead, shopper habits are more focused around leisure with both catering and leisure engagement higher than Off-Peak.

Note: Figures represent the 2017 Peak average for London shoppers in the lead up to Christmas, compared to the Off-Peak period (rest of the year). 
Source: Shopper Dimensions 2017.
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• The Peak period in London sees different engagement compared to the rest of the UK at this time of year.

• Groups are less social, linked to briefer trips. Compared to the rest of the UK during the lead up to Christmas, London 
sees more browsing with catering being a more important focus. Lower retail conversion is also likely linked to the 
added expectation for experiential retail, in the capital as it is a hot bed for emerging brands.

• Frequency of visit remains higher than the rest of the UK, due to the dominance of young urban Acorn groups, who tend 
to shop little and often, as a result conducting briefer more efficient trips.

Note: Figures represent the 2017 average for London shoppers in the lead up to Christmas, compared to the rest of the UK. 
Source: Shopper Dimensions 2017.
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LONDON	SHOPPERS:	WHO	ARE	THEY?

• Compared to the UK it is a very polarised picture – London over-indexes in the Rising Prosperity groups and also in the 
Struggling Estates. 

• It is these young and affluent Rising Prosperity groups that have a significant impact on London shopping locations. They 
have money to spend, they are brand conscious, and they are constantly seeking new experiences. It is the way these 
shoppers interact with a centre which ultimately shapes the London retail and catering landscape.
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